
EXPOSITORY PREACHING VS. NOT IB\TBIBLICAL PREACHING 

Why state the title this vvay? Simply to try to present a sharp contrast bet\veen 

messages that are not unbiblical but not expository from those that are expository. Of 

course, expository messages must be biblical. But many messages, though not unbiblical 

(positively stated that means they relate to the Bible), are not expository. An expository 

sennon has to be biblical. But a biblical (which means the same as ·'not unbiblical") 

lesson does not guarantee its being expository. 

Add to this mix, the type of message commonly called "topical" often leads to 

more confusion. Can a topical message be expository? Yes. \:Vill it necessarily be so? No. 

,-\ topical message can also be not unbiblical without being expository. The image some 

have of exposition is taking a section of scripture and analyzing and explaining it almost 

word for word. Because topical preaching almost always involves several passages of 

scripture, some assume that it cannot be expository simply because it doesn't stick to one 

passage. Too, not unbiblical preaching may involve more than one passage, even though 

one passage may serve as the staiting point for the sermon. Yet the passages may not be 

treated in an expository way. Topical exposition will stick to the topic and explain the 

passages involved in an expository manner. . Not unbiblical topical messages often 

loosely use other passages, which are only remotely (more or less) related to the topic. 

Words. sentiments, ideas from several passages may have a commonality, but that does 

assure that the passages are trnly expounded. 

Look at this example of a non-expository but not unbiblical message (published in 

an evangelical institution's publicity piece). 
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The title of the ai1icle/sermon was "God's Plan For Success." (In the development 

of this subject, the success concerned that of a church, not an individual). The biblical 

text (printed out separately) was Acts 4:31-33. The outline included five points that were 

not biblical but neither were they used in the article the way Luke used them in the text. . 

The five ingredients for success were: 

1. It takes Great Praying, v. 31 

2. It takes Great Power, v. 31 

3. It takes Great Preaching, v. 31 

4. It takes Great Pai1nership, v. 32 

5. It takes Great Prosperity, v. 33 

Allow me a fe,v observations. First, some key words ,vere not carefully used. In verse 

31 no distinction is made between the filling of the Spirit when piplemi is used rather 

than pleroo. Boldness is only described as daring to say ''Thus says the Lord." Second, 

there is a selectivity in the use of verse 32. Pa11nership as unity within the church is the 

only pat1 of that verse mentioned in the article-- having possessions in common is 

entirely passed over. But!;f'the text the "pm1nership" includes a union that was both 

spiritual and material. \\l1y omit the material? Selectivity also shows up in verse 33 

where the content of the apostles' message, the resunection, is not mentioned at all. Only 

prosperity is focused on in the article, and that idea is based on the use of the ,vord 

"grace" in the text, a considerable stretch to have alliteration! 

An expository dealing with these three verses ,vould not pennit selectivity or 

imprecise use of ,vords. Not unbiblical preaching does, and though not necessarily 

wrong, it is different and insufficient. 



Another se1mon I heard by a very well-known evangelical titled ''The Beginning 

of the Gospel" (l\fark 1: 1) was developed this way. 

1. The beginning in heaven in the counsels of God. 

2. The beginning on ea11h in the prophets. 

3. The beginning in our heai1s. 

I am at a loss to know ,vhat category of messages this belongs. Everything said was 

biblical. ,vas it topical? That would be a stretch. ,vas it expository? Certainly not. 

I. \Vhat Is Expository Preaching/Teaching? 

Most sermons ,vhich evangelicals preach are not unbiblical, but are they trnly 

expository? Regrettably, some in the pulpit and in the pew do not know or recognize the 

difference. But there is a significant difference with imp011ant ramifications for 

communicating the trnth of God's Word. 

Of course, ce11ain occasions expect messages or addresses or talks, which are not 

necessarily even biblical. But let the preacher/teacher/speaker be warned not to think that 

he and his audience are hearing something biblical. A Bible verse at the beginning used 

like a diving board to take off from, nor one at the end like a life preserver to rescue the 

talk, do not transfigure or elevate or make authoritative the content. 

First of all, ,ve must (surprise) define te1ms. Expound, expose, exposition, 

expository come from the Latin and mean to explain or set fo11h. The dictionary defines it 

more fully as "a setting fo11h of the meaning or purpose ( as of a w1iting) .. . designed to 

convey information or explain what is difficult to understand.,, Pr~aching also comes 

from the Latin and basically means to make known in public. The dictionary includes that 
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meaning and adds ideas like "to urge acceptance or abandonment of a idea or course of 

action" and "to advocate earnestly.'' 

Biblical tenns for preaching include "to cheer with good tidings," "to declare," 

"'to address a public assembly'' (in the Old Testament), and "to announce," "to 

discourse," "to speak," "to herald," "to speak boldly.,. 

Several other words are relevant to the concept of exposition. One is dienneneuo 

which means to translate (as in Acts 9:36) or explain/interpret (as in verses relating to the 

gift of interpreting tongues, 1 Cor. 12:30; 14:5). The word occurs in Luke 24:27 to 

describe our Lord 's explanation of Old Testament prophecies to the two disciples on the 

road to Emmaus. \Vhen expounding a passage the preacher/teacher should translate the 

meaning.of the text into explanatory language that conveys the meaning of the original 

and to do so to effect a change in the hearer. 

Though the text does not use this word "expository", Stephen's exposition of Old 

Testament history recorded in Acts 7:1-53 explains, supp011s, and hammers home his 

text: "'you are doingjust as your fathers did'' (7:51- interesting that the text is at the end 

of the message). 

Second Timothy 2: 15 instrncts those who handle the word of trnth to do it 

"accurately." The word means to cut a path so that the traveler may go directly to his 

destination. It is also used of a mason cutting stones straight so as to fit into their proper 

places. Thus we should handle the Sc1ipture in a straight manner; that is, c01Tectly, 

soundly and to the point. 

Expository preaching/teaching translates for the hearer the meaning of the text 

accurately so that the hearer can understand and then hopefully obey what God says. 
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Not unbiblical preaching/teaching means that although the content of the message 

is not contrary to the teachings of the Bible, it does not specifically expose what the text 

itself says. It usually has the element of exho11ation. Sadly, sometimes not unbiblical 

teaching majors on the ho11atory and minors on the expository. 

II. \\11at A.re the Tools Necessary for Expository Preaching/Teaching? 

Neither the same tools nor every tool will necessarily be involved in preparing to 

expound a passage. But here are some basic ones. 

1. The Historical Setting. Exposing the text necessitates clarifying all facets of its 

historical setting and background. For example, consider the various taxes imposed in 

Nevv Testament times. There was the census tax which required payment with a specific 

coin and which went directly to Caesar (Matt. 22:15-22), Knowing these facts are 

essential to understanding our Lord 's ''Render to Caesar . .. render to God." Additionally 

there \:Vas the tvvo-dracma tax which was collected annually to support and refurbish the 

temple in Jernsalem (l'vlatt. 17: 24-27). How one became a tax collector of duties or 

customs on goods passing in and out of the country, of which 1'.fatthe,v was one, explains 

,vhy the Pharisees condemned our Lord for eating with those tax collectors (Matt. 9:9-

13). Other taxes to which people were subject in Old and New Testament times are 

described in Bible Encyclopaedias. 

2. The Context of a passage. Passages of scripture ordinarily do not exist in isolation but 

in context. Not unbiblical preaching often tends to isolate verses from their context vvith 

the result that the interpretation is skewed toward the point the preacher wants to make. 

This may not be the point of the verse when the verse is considered in its context. 



A message I heard took the point of view that Jacob ,vas bargaining with God 

according to the record in Genesis 28:20-22 and that neither he nor ,ve can bargain with 

Goel. But more likely, according to the context (especially v. 15), Jacob was worshipfully 

vo,ving to acknowledge and believe the promise that God had already made that Jacob 

would return to the land, and this promise was unrelated to any bargain or vow Jacob 

would make. 

Again, more than once 1 Corinthians 2:9 is explained as indicating blessings 

which believers ,vill enjoy in the future in heaven. The verse sometimes is used at a 

funeral as a promise of ,vhat the deceased believer experiences in heaven after death. But 

verse 10 says in clear tenns that the Holy Spirit has revealed these blessings here and 

nmv to the believer in this life. 

For his Easter message, a very well known evangelical chose Ephesians 2:1-9 

(why not to verse~0, which is the end of the section?). His major points were: (1) 

mankind is in a pit (his word for the substance ofvv. 1-3), (2) mo11ality is mankind's 

greatest problem, and ( 3) Christ's resuITection gives us hope (v. 5- "macle alive'' ). But 

"made alive" is not refeITing to future bodily resmTection, ,vhich is the "cure" for 

morta!iry, but to spiritual life which ,,,.e possess now as believers. Too, mortality is 

actually a symptom of sin, which is man's greatest problem. 

3. The Exegesis of a passage. Careful exegesis is all-important L.'1 e~;.pository preachiI1g. 

\Vithout it there is no sure basis for declaring that this is what God is saying in that 

µ:,ssage. Sometimes ,vhen there seems to be more than one legitimate interpretation of a 

passage. then one·s theology may be the ck<:iding fadur as lo whid1 is the µrcfcm:d 

exegesis. Sometimes nvo possibilities may both k L:Um::c! and should be rnmbu ,c\.l i..it 



understanding the passage. \:\11y must we decide whether "'love of Clui.st'· in 2 

Corinthians 5:14 is a subjective genitive (my love for Clu·ist) or an objective genitive 

(Clui.st's love for me)? Why not include both ideas which constrain me to witness? 

Does Romans 1 :4 ("resuffection from the dead") refer to Clu·ist's mvn 

resuffection andior the resuffections of those He raised during His ea11hly ministry? One 

may give preference to either view, or one may combine both views as evidences of the 

Lord's being proved to be the Son of God. 

\Vhat tools can be used to accomplish solid exegesis? All can use an English 

dictionary, a concordance for the meaning of Greek and Hebre,v words, a Bible 

dictionary, various translations, and commentaries based on the English text. Some of the 

greatest expositors in history did not know Greek and Hebrew. But if one does, then a 

ne,v class of helps opens up, especially commentaries on the 01i.ginal Greek and 

Hebrew texts . 

However, even commentaries fall into different categories. There are those 

written for the English reader only ( even though the author of the commentary knows the 

original languages). There are those which are detailed exegetical works on the 01i.ginal 

texts. Others might be classified as expositional surveys, and still others as mainly 

devotional ( or homiletical). Some, of course, overlap several categories. But the plethora 

of helps available today is almost overwhelming in both amount and variety 

Most of us need help in choosing ,vhat books ,vill be best for our needs and stage 

of intellectual and spiritual maturity. If one is building a library, especially on limited 

funds, my advice is buy timeless books (which includes reference material) and b01Tm\· 
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timely books \Vhich, though significant for a time, will not be pa11icularly useful after a 

few years. 

4. Zero in on theme(s). Sometimes only one will be the focus of a message. Sometimes 

the passage will include several themes which may have to be treated separately or which 

may be subsumed under one overarching theme. For example, in Philippians 2:17-30 

Paul praises the Philippians for their sacrificial service to him (vv. 17-18), commends 

Timothy for his selflessness (vv. 19-24), and Epaplu·oditus for his ministry to Paul and 

the Philippians (vv. 25-30). Each one of these could well be a separate sermon. Or they 

could be put together into one. I heard that done once under the title ''Eulogies for the 

Living." 

o message should be anti-biblical. Every message should not be unbiblical. 

Hopefully all Bible messages should be not only biblical but also expository. This 

requires the messenger to be a careful and skilled craftsman to accurately express the 

meaning of God's Word and in so doing to honor it and Him. \\111at the Bible says is the 

most imp011ant part of any message, so let it speak accurately, clearly, and powerfully. 

A side note: if a service or situation includes the public reading of the Sc1i.pture, 

then, please do not limit that reading to a fe\v verses. \Vhat God says in the Bible is far 

more impo11ant than any other pai1 of a service and should be paramount. To help 

achieve this goal, a friend of mine recently began the practice of reading the entire 

passage he would preach from before his exposition and then also at the conclusion of the 

message. That's a great way to help implant the message on the minds and heai1s of the 

hearers. 



Consider also the restrictions that placing the scripture on an overhead places on 

the audience. It makes can-ying one's Bible unnecessary. It limits looking at the wider 

context. It makes impossible for the hearer to look up other passages that may come to 

mind as the se1mon or lesson progresses. Overheads may have their usefulness but should 

never do\\lnplay or replace having a Bible in hand and open. If visuals are used, let them 

be as a supplement, not a substitute. One positive use of showing scripture on a screen 

would be to use the screen for reading the scripture in unison out loud. If the audience has 

the same translation available (in the pews or chairs, for example), then it would be 

preferable, in my opinion to read together from open Bibles. But since there are so many 

different translations used today, it is becoming more difficult to have everybody read 

together unless Bible are furnished. Reading from the screen \Vould be an effective way 

to have all participate. But again, a group looking at a screen should never replace the 

ideal of individuals looking at their own open Bible. 

III. A \Vorel About Alliteration 

\Ve who speak ce11ainly want our audience to remember at least something about 

\Vhat we say. In some circles and with many speakers alliteration has become the 

standard of a good message and the guarantee of remembering it. Neither is trne. 

Of course, if alliteration helps people to remember, use it, bu,t too often words that 

alliterate are forced onto the text rather than arising out of it. Preaching or teaching 

tlu-ough an interpreter in a language which is not his native tongue \Vill quickly show the 

uselessness, if not impossibility, of alliteration. Years ago I had the opportunity to preach 

regularly at church services exclusively for junior age (9-12) boys and girls. A fe\V adults 

were also present to serve as monitors. The fonnat of the services was "church,'' not 
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Sunday school, not child evangelism, not Awana-like. ivly pmi was the se1mon. I resisted 

the easier path of story telling and decided to teach/preach Romans. Futiher, I encouraged 

the kids-to bring Bibles and pencils because the Lord put in my mind building the 

messages on specific words in the biblical text. These highlighted words (which I asked 

the kids to underline or bracket in their own Bibles) served as the points of the message. 

Of course they could rarely be alliterated, but they were remembered. Often parents 

would tell me what I had preached to their children, and they got that info1mation from 

their children and not from being present in the service. That experiencep taught me a 

great method. 

IV. Some Thoughts About Application 

Exposition by definition includes the facet of change because of ,vhat has been 

explained. Thus application and persuasion are expected aspects of an expository 

message. 

Nevertheless, application involves a number of related things: the biblical text 

(the basis for what to change), spiritual state of the hearer (the individual's need for 

change), relevance (the appropriateness of the pa1iicular change), presentation of the 

speaker (an, not the, agent of change), the human will (the center for change), and the 

Holy Spirit (the necessary power for change). Let's examine these elements. 

Since the Word of God is basic to all the elements in change, then it must be 

given prominence and careful exposition in a consistent, methodical, whole-counsel-of

God ,vay. Picking and choosing from here and there ,vhat I think people need will not 

produce a well-rounded Christian. To be sme, there are occasions when one will depa1i 

from a planned series to insert a special theme. 
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In attempting to apply any exposition there will varying responses simply because 

in every audience varying states of physicaL emotional, and spiritual gro\\11h will exist. 

Even in an audience of one, there ,vill be multiple needs. Some in an audience may be 

unsaved; others, carnal believers; others who need encouragement, not conviction: and 

still others, who have dosed tlu·ough the whole message! The Holy Spirit knows all the 

need in each hearer, and therefore, we must trnst Him use something said to meet a need. 

What of relevance? Let's be clear about one main thing. God's Word does not 

have to be made relevant. It is so. All of us have to be made relevant to it as the supreme 

standard. To say we must make its teachings relevant to a 21 st century society, or a post

Christian world, or to specialized groups is to say God 's revelation is insufficient. The 

Bible was written in a pre-Christian world that was characterized by all the needs and 

sins of the 21 s1 century. However, for people to acknowledge relevance may take time, 

many exposures to the Word, and little steps of response. 

Applications will often be obvious. but sometimes they will be subtle and not 

easily discovered. If that be the case, then resist the temptation to force or drag from the 

text something not there. Better to let the Holy Spirit apply the passage, which He may do 

in ways I could never have conceived. 

Once in discussing Isaiah 2:1-5 which was an assignment for student preaching. I 

asked the professor why he included verse 5. It seemed to me to begin a ne,v direction in 

the text. Verses 1-..i speak in detail about the future millennial kingdom. In verse 5 Isaiah 

turns to the then present need for Israel to purge herself of inany sins. The professor 

acknowledged that verse 5 \"Vas in reality a new turn in the text but that he ,vanted it a pa1t 
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of the sennon so that verses 1-4 could be applied by using verse 5, since there \Vas not an 

obvious application in verses 1-4. 

Rigid homiletical guidelines place the application at the last of the message. First 

one exegetes the text; second one fmds a theological or subject bridge that brings the text 

into the present; and fmally, one applies the text to his audience. This may be a helpful 

general guideline, but one should not be afraid of changing it. Notice the strncture of 

Philippians 2. The exhortation to apply \Vhat Paul will write in the following verses is 

first (vv. 1-4 ); then follows the doctrine on which it is based (the kenosis of Clui.st, vv. 5-

11 ), then fiu1her application to the Philippians' circumstances (vv. 12-18), concluding 

with illustrations from the lives of Timothy and Epaplu·oditus (vv. 19-30). 

Strncture, always ; pattern, flexible . 

Application, exho11ation, relevance all have their proper functions. Yet I must 

remember that while I can try to influence the choices of the human will, I cannot force a 

person to make the right choices. Even salvation, the gift of God (Eph. 2:9), involves my 

faith (Rom. -1- :5). 

The w1i.tten \Vorel of God must be primary. The spoken exposition of that \Vorel 

must be accurate and persuasive. The \Vord heard will hopefully result in obedience. 

''For the word of Goel is living and active and sharper than any two-edged sword, 

and piercing as far as the division of sol and spirit, of both joints and manow, and able to 

judge the thoughts and intentions of the hea11''(Hebrews 4:12). 

"All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for 

coITection, for training in righteousness: so that the man of God may be adequate, 

equipped for every good work" (2 Timothy 3:16-17). 


